INDONESIA'S CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PROBLEMS
DEUAR

NoER

Indonesia's contemporary political problems should be viewed within
the framework of the country's need for an overall development. This
means that development should not be limited to the economic field
only, however important this field is. One should bear in mind that
an imbalance of development and growth between the various fields
(economic, social, political and cultural) might eventually result in
destruction of those fields which have been built up.
One reason for a need of an intentional build-up in the political
field is the political heritage left by former president Sukarno which,
coupled with the attempted coup of the Communists in Indonesia in
1965, has practically resulted in a destruction of the political system of
Indonesia. In order to make up for this drawback, political develop!..
ment should therefore be built up anew. It should be remembered that
the political consciousness of the people in the modern sense has only
recently been awakened, beginning at the earliest perhaps since the
second decade of the present century which means that it was started
during the colonial period. This consciousness had not been spread
to all the people at large and to all parts of the country at the same
rate and intensity, and even in the independence period it has not
yet successfuly penetrated the grass root level.
The New Order, i.e. the post Sukarno order, has adopted the opinion
that what is needed in Indonesia is a political system which is stable
but at the same time dynamic. This was reflected in the various
seminars held in 1966 and the latest at a seminar in early 1970. A
stable political system is considered favorable for economic development. The failure of Indonesia's economic development in the first
half of 1950 was considered due to the absence of this stability factor
as was reflected in the many changes of the cabinet at that time. On
the other hand, a dynamic political system which is to articulate the
wishes of the people and to absorb changes in society will hopefully
be favorable for stability as well as for the continuation of economic
development.
In spite of this agreement about the general character of the
political system to be realized in Indonesia, its implementation has
however not been without difficulties. Lately doubts about the possible
success of the New Order have even arisen, at least if the necessary
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steps to be taken are stilHacking. Indeed ' it should iilso be remembered .that the agreement' can only be realized smoothly if differences. of
·values and interests can ·be· kept ·to a
·
· · ·Of the rriany
which Indonesia has to face l want to select
three of them for discussion: 1) the problem ·of democracy, 2) the
problem of inter:-religious relationship and 3) the problem of civilri:rilitary: relations:
· Problem

i>f Democracy

of

When in 1966 the students
Djakarta and.many other big cities
in Indonesia marched in· the streets to carry out their. extra-parliamentary
actions, i.e. demanding the ban of the Communist Party, a change iP
the government and the reductiqn of prices so that the peqple at large
would be able to live reaso:pably, their dem,aild jrllplied .the .implementation of "real" democracy... Whatever was meant by this term, it was
certainly not similar to· Sukamq's _gUided democracy of the late fifties
and the first half of the sixties which had _more and more been transformed into a kind of dictatorship 'thereby neglecting the stipulations
inade in the constitution. The New Order considers that the required
.political system which fits into the above demands is nothing else
tharr deUiocntcy.
.
. .
.
. .
.
One who is acquainted with Indonesia's histo.ry and society can
easily enumerate those factors wPich can fortify the implementation
of democracy. On the other hand, one can also point to factors which
might hamper the development of democracy in the country.
· The supparting factors for the implementation of democracy include
geography, diversity of adat (customary law), ethnic, religions and beliefs.
These factors have indeed contributed toward the establishment of ·a
pluralistic. rather .
a monolithic society. Other factors include the
age-old custom of ·deliberation (musjawarah) in the villages and the
.traditional cooperative ·life ( gotong royong); In the ·modern period the
introduction and development of science mold, hopefully, an individual
.into .an independenl, creative and critical personality and thus has
helped develqp the growth of democracy, at least potentially.·
The retarding· factors to deinocnicy include the remnants of Indonesian feudalism which formerly divided society into two distinctive
segments, i.e. the selected' people on the one hand· who were recognized
to have partictil.ar rights and priVileges, arid the common people on
the other, who were supposed to have every duty to serve the former.
This .meims that at the· time of feudalism th·e status of a. person was
ascriptive rather than acquired or achieved. It could only be chan:ged
through· violence as ·evidenced by past history. .. In modem times this
·status-oriented· attitude has perhaps easily meated neo-feudalism in the
·eountry..·-
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· · ··In addition· there still exists .the traditional clan and kinship
which. also views the ·individual dependent on : his. ascriptive ;status.
The result is a strong feeling of attachment to his relative!,!, :
to such an. extent that considerations of national.
give way to
this primordial· feelings.
· It can. easily be unde:rstod that traditional relationship suqh as
reflected in the feudal and kinship system promotes personalized lEla,dership. Whoever is considered the leader is followed with more or less
personal attachment. The. -history of
in Indonesia has shown
many occasions when a leader easily. quits his party and sets up a new one
for the simple reason. that he 'bas numerous followi:Dg from his. old
party and not because of differences of prin'ciples,_ such;as ideology and
program.
· . .Ariother weakeilfug factor ·to democracy is' the
that the Indonesian people often tum to·· mystics in facing difficUlties in :life.
The strategy of non-cooperative parties · in the Dutch colonial period
has often been continued ·after independence.· has also contributed
to the retarded development of democracy. Introduced by Sukarno i:n
times this .
from his following the binding
together of all powers a;nd the direction of thElm against. the Dutch. It
views life as in a state of war in which mail is regarded by another
as a friend only if the former is in sympathy with the· latter, and as
a foe if the· former is against the
'strategy therefore easily
creates an intolerant attitude toward any opposition and a state
suspicion toward each other.
. .
. As this strategy was rei:Dtroduced by former president Sukarno ·in
the second half of. the fifties, it can easily be understood what kind of
atmosphere Indonesia was then facing internally. In the eady
sixties
whiqh
against the President were banned, and
political leaders who had a great. following .were arrested without due
process of law. A suspicious attitu,pe from one grouping toward another
·was created. Mter the coup attempt it has not been easy to change this
atmosphere into a healthy one. Traces. of this suspicious attitude are
still present.
·
What course democracy in. Indonesia will take in the future depends
much on the attitude, policy and efforts of existing political groupings,
;including the armed forces and the political pa:rties, as well as the
government. Perhaps it will depend more on the kind of leadership
the present government is offering, whether this leadership is to enhance
·the fortifying factors or whether it will prOIJnote unconsciously the
contrary.
In addition to what has been said above about democracy, two
more characteristics of Indonesia's democracy are worth consideration.
The first is concerned with the voting system. So far in representative
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assemblies in Indonesia .decisio:n,s . are ; taken on the basis of mufakat
(consensus), none of the members officially dissenting from the agre.ed
decision. However, it is still a. question whether all the participants
fully support the decision or whether at least. some of tllem merely
pay lip-service to this consensus. I.n an atmosphere where one is expected to agree with what is considered a matter of consensus, one
might have the feeling .of being forced to adopt an agreeable. standpoiiit
in order not to be accused of. becoming a
Lately voices have
already been raised to abandon the mufakat system of decision making
and introduce again the ordinary voting
The second question is concerned with the oncoming 19'71 general
elections, The present electoral law does not reflect a dynamic system
at all, but seems to endorse the present political status-quo: oply existing
parties can participate in the elections, while each of them is guaranteed
at least one seat in parliament, even if according to the normal calcul!ation they are not eligible for even one seat. Another law, ·i.e.
on the composition of parliament, stipulates the appointment of quite .a
number of parliamentary members by the government.
·
In spite of this status-quo oriented electoral law, ma)ly are of the
opinion that any election is better than no election at all.
.
Perhaps one has to point out in this connection that Indonesia
is still in a period of transition during which the bases for a
democratic system. are being laid. The construction of these bases
cannot be done all at once. It takes tilne.
Problem of InteT-religious Relationship
.

Although Indonesia is regarded as a Musliin country with about
90% of the population embracing Islam, other beliefs cannot be neglected. Among ·the Muslims themselves traces of animistic and HinduBuddhist beliefs have left· their impressionistic marks. The same traces
can be observed among. the Christians.
In the last two decades a rise of
Buddhism has been observed
while Christianity, Protestantism or Catholicism, which was regarded
during the Dutch period as a religion having close association with
the colonial regime, has made a tremendous upsurge in the number
of followers as well as the number of churches. built, especially after
the failure of the Co1Jlrnunist. coup .in. 1965.. In missionary activities
Christians have indeed been better off materially than Muslims. Followers of the Christiim religion are in general also well ahead economically
and educationally than the Muslims. They have also been able to
create trust·· within the circles of the former Sukatno as well as the
present Suharto government.
On· the· other hand, part of· the Muslims, especially former Masjumi
leaders, became estranged from the government while they feel that
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in matters of ·general policy, especially · vis-a·vis the •Communists, they
have been in full agreement with the Suharto regime. It can therefore
easily be understood if in · some parts of the Muslim community illfeelings and frustration can be observed which sometimes flare up in
the form of clashes with the Protestants and Catholics. It should be
added that ·this flare-up has been of limited character.
In Indonesia this question of inter-religious relationship has become acute
to the. existing different viewpoints on the separation
between religion and the state. Starting from around 1930 this problem was originally debated between secular and religiously oriented
nationalists. · Proponents among the former included Sukarno, the latter
Natsir who later headed the Masjumi party. It is interesting to note
that the·. secular nationalists were in general also· Muslims. · They championed the separation of religion and the state, while the religiously
9riented nationalists advocated the· contrary. Both sides seemed to trans:plaJ;lt this Middle Age problem of the West and the Turkish problem
faced by Kemal Attat:urk in the twenties and thirties in Indonesia's
soil thereby identifying religion as the Church.
In the independence period, especially in the fifties, both sides still
made reference to this problem as one which should be given prime
;attention,. res11lting in a more or less permanent cleavage within the
community. The .secular nationaiist group understandably has been
supported by Protestants and Catholics. Although later on the problem
has subsided following the recog:riition of Pantjasila by
parties and
groupings as the basis of the state, it has not been completely obliterated.
That the problem stl.il exists reflected inter rilia by the present efforts
in regrouping the existing parties. into what is called the Developmental
Group ( Kelompok Pembangunan) on the one hand, and the United
Group (Kelompok Persatuan) on the other, the former comprising all
the non-Islamic parties, the latter the Islamic parties. It should be
added, however, that this regrouping has been only at an initial stage.
Within the framework of this problem of inter-religious relationship,
Communism as a worldly religion might be mentioned. However, it
should be remembered that Communism in Indonesia is still banned,
but its potential role should not be neglected.

all

Problem of Civil-Military relationship
In Indonesia this problem of civil-military relationship centers around
·the problem of what is called the "dujal" function of the military.
Until about the end· of the fifties the military had been kept to its
ordinary activities of military role, but afterwards it played a role
\n activities which previously had been solely within the realm of
civilians.
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Various reasons ·• have: : been mentioned to: ju!itify: ·thjs
.of
the'· role of military: · It is· said that the i.nabilities ·of : the· political
parties to run the .go:vernment properly, i.e. to.lp_y_n:<:ht
development, when they had the opportunity to do so in the first hal£ of
the fifties was the prime reason for inviting the n;Ulitary to.
its
dual function. It is also· said that bickerings on • the qasis of
state,
:Pimtjasila, constituted another rea)s9n. R.evolts. in variouli areas in
1958 in which regional.commanders were involved 'liad also
Some argue that former presjdent .Sukarno needed , the , expansion of the
military role in civil.
in order. to.
the Masjumi
leadership and later the : PKI. And finally .·the 1965 Communist coup
attempt has established this role of the military more. fir:mly thanin
.all · the previous years.. . .
.. ,
. . .. . .
.
.
.
Whatever the reason, it is indeed an estapHshed fact that the
military plays i11 Indonesia. a. dual role, a military as· well. as· a .civilian
:t;ole. . J'here are of . course pros and cons toward this.
What is more important is to assess what kind of possibilities there
exist in the future in this question of civil-military relationship. · If is
certain that the military will still.have. a decisive role in pollical matters
for a number of years ahead. The question i:s therefore whether,
'together w1th other forces in society, it will be able tb' build up a stable
dynamic. political system as has been mentioned above.
Confining ourselves to ·the military this depends on . the question
to what extent they themselves commit to •this cause: One can argue
:that in the past even H there were weaknesses within the political
:parties, there needed riot be a'n interference in civilian life from the
military if the latter wras able to refrain from this intereference, or at
·least to remain behind the scene and just putting pressure if necessary,
'thereby playing the role of ·an ordinary pressure or interest group.
If · politics is considered a field in which only civilians are to play
a: direct role, a failure of orie segment of civilians (e.g. a party or a
coalition of parties) · does not · necessarily lead to . a collapse of the
country, or to a state
which coups after coups. are launched, for
group of civilians can take its place in leadership. But if the
·military fails in politics,· what. will then happen? For different from
·the parties the military are aU armed with a result· that differences of
:opihion can easily lead to a: flare up of hostilities; force rather than
·deliberation will then be the means for settlement.
In the future there is a need for a clarification . as to the gradual
limitation of the dual role of the military. This might constitute a
guide not only for the military themselves but also' · for society ·as
a whole so that au atmosphere of certainty. can ·be· created which is
·necessary to enhance participation of society as a. whole in the process
;(>f: development. One:. should have in mind that development can only
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he ·successful if all layers and groupings of the .
or l:j.t least
the greater part of them, give their support. The. gradual limitation
can also serve as a means for the prevention of various excesses ·of the
dual role;
·A united stand on the side of the military toward this commitment
also constitutes a condition for the enhancement of their positive role
in the political build-up. It will prevent any possible sabotage by
one section to the overall cause. It will also prevent any possible
temptation to uphold the present status-quo.
Of course no less important is the ability of the civilians themselves, especially the political parties. Will they · be able to create
trust within society, within military circl€\s, · so that it is they whom
one can turn. to in order to develop the country economically, politically,
socially and culturally? This trust will promote their return to an increased positive role in politics thereby realizing the limitation of the
military dual role.· In other words, it will promote the realization of
democracy in the country.

Conclusion
I have selected three of the most important problems which Indonesia
is facing now. These three problems lie more in the field . of political
theory although practical considerations have been interpolated. If one
looks solely at the practical needs of the country in politics, two most
important questions immediately thrust themselves to the fore which
also serve as a primary condition for political as well as economic
development.
The· first is the problem of corruption. Early this year the students
came down into the streets again demanding from the government
drastic actions against this. national epidemic. The President made a
positive response by appointing the so-called Four-man Commission and
by appointing former vice-president Mohammad Hatta who is respected
by almost all parts of the population except the Communist, to become
his advisor in the problem of corruption as well as adviser to the
Four-man Commission. The Commission, who has only an advisory
capacity, has made recommendations to the President to take repressive
and preventive measures against corruption. It also considers its work
finished by the end of June. It is thus up to the government to take
the necessary actions ..
Parliamentary circles have also asked the government to reveal the
result of the· Four-man Commission.
All this shows how much society is concerned with the problem.
A neglect on the part of the government might result in an apathetic
attitude in sodety which in its turn will exercise a negativ13 effect ·to
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the development plan. Participation in the development plan depends
thus much on the ability of the present government to hold the trust
which it enjoyed in the early years of the New Order era.
The second problem is the rule of law. That corruption still
constitutes a problem is an indication of how weak the rule of law
is. It is also felt that violations of human· rights have been reported
sometimes "in the name of development". Society's support to development· can only be expected if society feels that it is protected by law.
The rule of law implies a creative legislative process as well as an
independent role of the judiciary power, independent from the executive
as well as from the forces in society.
Will Indonesia be able to solve the above problems? Will she
succeed in the development? She has been able to overcom.e many of
her difficulties in the past. With all her positive potentialities, let
us hope that she will do so in the future

